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Grove Hydrogen Automotive Co., Ltd. End of Line celebration
for Nanan district, Chongqing Production Factory
► Grove Hydrogen Automotive Co., Ltd., today celebrated with Leaders of
Government from Chongqing and Nanan District Chongqing the successful
start of operation for our the new Chongqing Production Factory for Grove
► The first two cars assembled were shown today from the line featuring the
Grove Hydrogen Fuel Cell Powertrain and advanced lightweight Carbon Fibre
Technology
► Chongqing is the first factory outside Grove’s home in Wuhan and Chongqing
will be both a key production and market focus site for the company
Chongqing, China, 13 April, 2019: Grove Hydrogen Automotive Company Limited
celebrate our first cars produced from our Nanan District Chongqing production
factory.
Grove has a brand new facility featuring state of the art techniques for installation of
our Hydrogen Fuel Cell Powertrain and also incorporating the use of High tech
Carbon Fibre materials in the car frame in a very low environmental impact facility.
‘Chongqing represents the heart of China in many ways,’ said Professor Hao Yiguo, Chief
Executive Officer and Founder of Grove Hydrogen Automotive Company Limited.
‘Chongqing regarded as one of the largest cities on Earth is an example of progress at its
finest and this is exactly where Grove belongs.’
In anticipation of the Global Brand Launch at the shanghai motorshow this month Grove has
successfully prepared its facility in Chongqing to prepare for immediate success. In the
coming months the company will fine tune the production site to ensure the finest quality
vehicles are coming from it to ensure the reputation of Grove as a Prestige Car
Manufacturer.
The development of the Chongqing plant has been supported strongly by the Nanan District
Government as part of the China Intelligence Valley (Chongqing) Science Park within the
district. Grove represents a key pillar in this district offering a high tech and clean
production solution to add to the Innovative and Dynamic collection of activities which is
developed in the Zone.
‘In the China Intelligence Valley (Chongqing) Science Park we focus on supporting
companies who are developing real solutions for the future,’ said YanFenghua, Director of
Nan’an District Science and Technology Bureau, ‘Chongqing is the city that most
exemplifies China’s push into the future and in welcoming Grove we strengthen our
commitment and our potential dramatically.’
Production in Chongqing offers Grove not only strong reach into China’s West but also
access to great talents with the cities powerful industrial background. A city that has
incredible diversity in commerce and also in Geography, as one of China’s most undulated
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and by many accounts picturesque cities Chongqing will deliver a character to Groe all of it’s
own which will shine through into all Grove Products.
‘Chongqing is among the very most impressive cities in the world and there is a feeling that
one get’s whenever visiting that inspires,’ says Brendan Norman, Chief Marketing and
Strategy officer of Grove. ‘Establishing operations here in Chongqing is a natural
progression for us, dynamic and enthusiastic support from the government and people of
this city, and a powerful economic proposition make this city not only a great home for us
from a production point of view but also as a key market for us, and with this in mind
Chongqing will be in our first markets opened for our Hydrogen Powered Cars.’
Production for road going vehicles will begin towards the end of 2019 with a ramp up to full
production during 2020 for Local, National and International distribution.
‘We are extremely happy to support Grove to come to Chingqing,’ says so and so,
Mayor of Chongqing , ‘this is an exciting company with an exciting proposition that
perfectly aligns to the strategy of our city to become a world leader in innovation and
a better Environmental impact.’

Grove is a brand of the Grove Hydrogen Automotive Company Limited, registered in Wuhan, China.
Born in 2016 and Registered in 2018 under parent company Institute of Geosciences and
Environment (IGE). Operating Design and Development in Wuhan and Barcelona Spain, with
Production Facilities in Wuhan and several other locations to be announced during 2019 Grove is a
Global car company aiming to offer a truly clean Automotive experience from Manufacturing to
enjoyment of the car.
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